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Standard Chartered Private Bank Celebrates Diwali 

Festival in Dubai 
 

Award-winning Indian Singer Shankar Mahadevan performs 
at the event  

 
 

UAE - October 25, 2011 - Standard Chartered held a celebration to mark ‘Diwali’, the 

Indian festival of lights. The highlight of the celebration was a performance by award-

winning Indian music composer and singer Shankar Mahadevan. The celebration also 

provided an opportunity to reflect on the joy of sight and to hear more about the Bank’s 

efforts to combat curable blindness through its Seeing is Believing programme.   

 

More than 230 clients, a host of VIPs and senior members of the Standard Chartered 

management attended the event. Also present at the event was V Shankar, CEO, 

Europe, Middle East, Africa and the Americas, Standard Chartered Bank and Chairman, 

Standard Chartered Private Bank and Stephen Richards Evans, Head of Standard 

Chartered Private Bank for Europe, Middle East, Africa, India and The Americas.  

 

“We are really excited to celebrate this festival with our clients in a warm and intimate 

atmosphere. We think the evening is great for networking with our clients. As we share 

the view of our clients that with wealth comes responsibility, at this time of generous 

giving we also took the opportunity to step back and share our mutual concern for the 

problem of curable blindness in India and what we can do about it together. Our clients 

encouraged us very enthusiastically to work with them to achieve our Seeing is 

Believing objectives by 2020,” said Stephen Richards Evans, Head of Standard 

Chartered Private bank for Europe, Middle East, Africa, India and the Americas.          
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Standard Chartered Private bank is one of the top 10 private banks in Asia and has 31 

offices globally in 26 cities. For the MENA region, the Private Bank has a regional office 

in the DIFC and offices in Abu Dhabi and Beirut, as well as offices in Geneva, Jersey 

and London to serve our MENA clients internationally. The Bank is currently expanding 

its coverage and service to the major Gulf markets, including in the UAE, Saudi Arabia 

and the Northern Gulf.   

- Ends - 

 

 
For further information about Standard Chartered, please contact: 
 
Ramy Lawand 
Senior Regional Manager, External Communications 
Standard Chartered MENAP  
Tel: 009714 508 2564 
Mobile: 00971 56 675 9894 
E-mail: Ramy.Lawand@sc.com  
 
 
 
Standard Chartered – leading the way in Asia, Africa and the Middle East 
Standard Chartered PLC is a leading international bank, listed on the London, Hong Kong and Mumbai stock 
exchanges. It has operated for over 150 years in some of the world's most dynamic markets and earns around 90 per 
cent of its income and profits in Asia, Africa and the Middle East. This geographic focus and commitment to 
developing deep relationships with clients and customers has driven the Bank’s growth in recent years.  
 
With 1,700 offices in 70 markets, Standard Chartered offers exciting and challenging international career 
opportunities for more than 85,000 staff. It is committed to building a sustainable business over the long term and is 
trusted worldwide for upholding high standards of corporate governance, social responsibility, environmental 
protection and employee diversity. The Bank’s heritage and values are expressed in its brand promise, ‘Here for 
good’. 
 
For more information on Standard Chartered, please visit www.standardchartered.com  

 

Or contact: 

Orient Planet PR & Marketing Communications 

P.O Box: 23345 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates  

Tel:  00971 4 398 8901  

Fax: 00971 4 398 8941 

Email: media@orientplanet.com 

Website: www.orientplanet.com 
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